BLAST FROM THE PAST! ORIGAMI FORTUNE TELLER

Directions: Help your class decide which GoNoodle NTV throwback to dance to with this fun origami fortune teller!

Create this fortune teller as a class and send pages 2 and 3 home with your students to encourage GoNoodling at home!

Share photos of your class using the fortune teller with the hashtag #GoNoodleNTV

To get started: Cut out the artwork square on this page and then follow the directions to create your own fortune teller!
BLAST FROM THE PAST!

ORIGAMI FORTUNE TELLER

Play GoNoodle with your family! GoNoodle is available for FREE on the web, iOSs and Android apps, and for Apple TV. Create an account today at https://gndle.me/family

Create this fun origami fortune teller at home to decide which GoNoodle NTV throwback video to dance to!

To get started: Cut out the artwork square on this page and then follow the directions to create your own fortune teller!

Family fun tip: Invite your family to a throwback dance-off!
Step 1: With artwork face down fold the square up and then back down.

Step 2: Fold the left side onto the right side and then unfold it.

Step 3: Fold each corner to the center of the square.

Step 4: Now flip the square over to the other side.

Step 5: Fold each corner to the center of the square.

Step 6: Flip the square over to the other side.

Step 7: Fold bottom left corner up to the top right corner, and then unfold.

Step 8: Fold bottom right corner up to the top left corner and then unfold.

Step 9: Fold the bottom half up to the top half and then unfold it.

Step 10: Fold the right half over to the left half and then unfold it.

Step 11: With the number side facing up, use thumbs and index fingers to fold the champs into the middle.

Step 12: Now, use your thumbs and index fingers to open and close the fortune teller!